Communications

ATIS ............ 125.25
TWR ............ 133.25
GND ............ 121.9
CTAF ............ 133.25
UNICOM ........ 122.95
PCL ............ CTAH (For HIRL Rwy 09/27; MALSR Rwy 27 when twr is closed)

Navigation

Elevation ........ 1099’ MSL
TPA ............. 2000’ MSL (901’ AGL)
Runway .......... 09/27; 7604’×150’; ASPH-Grvd 04/22; 3835’×150’; ASPH-PFC
Lights .......... Dusk-dawn, HIRL, MIRL
Latitude ........ N 46° 34’09’
Longitude ....... W 120° 32.64’

Services

Fuel ............. 100LL, Jet A (24-hour credit card fuel services for 100LL)

Notes

Birds in vicinity of Yakima River East of approach to runway 27. Tower ops 0600-2200 local time.